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Comment on: Experimental Simulation of Two-Partile Quantum Entanglement using
Classial Fields
A. F. Kraklauer
kraklaufossi.uni-weimar.de
In a reent Letter Lee and Thomas (LT) report on
an experiment tehnique that enabled them to simula-
tion (emphasis added) a four partile entangled state[1℄
Their results onform preisely with those seen is simi-
lar experiments in whih the observed orrelations are
those obtained in demonstrations of GHZ 4-fold `pho-
ton' experiments, as reported elsewhere; e.g.:[2℄ These
latter experiments are taken to demonstrate the quan-
tum mehanial nature of EPR orrelations, in partiu-
lar the multi-partile GHZ orrelations. The observation
of the idential orrelations among lassial elds evokes
the question: how an a quantum phenomena be ren-
dered lassially? This question is partiularly aute in
view of the onlusion of Bell's Theorem, whih states
that suh orrelations are impossible in loal, realisti,
irumstanes, i.e., for all lassial phenomena.[3℄
The premise of this omment is based on the proposi-
tion that nature does not simulate itself, and that the
oneptual impliations of LT's experiment are therefore
that it is an empirial ounterexample to Bell's Theorem,
rigorously establishing its invalidity.
While this observation is in sharp ontrast with muh
prevailing opinion regarding the signiane of Bell's
analysis, in fat it is supported by an ever inreasing
body of researh whih in various ways also leads to the
onlusion that there is a fatal error in Bell's Theorem.
This ritial researh falls into three ategories: 1.) the
logial deonstrution of Bell and Bell-Kohen-Speker
Theorems, 2.) the onstrution of loal realisti mod-
els and simulations of EPR orrelations, i.e., theoretial
ounterexamples, and 3.) empirial ounterexamples, of
whih LT's is only the most reent. Additionally, there
is muh similar researh whih ahieves only partial or
speialized results, e.g., [4℄. There is, however, only
fragmented agreement on the logial interrelationships
among these results. None of it, in any ase, has been
seriously refuted although all of it is oft rejeted on the
basis of onservative antipathy.
Apparently the rst ategory was initiated by
Jaynes.[5℄ He argued that Bell's fundamental premise,
namely that loality demands that the oini-
dent orrelation for EPR situations fator aord-
ing to: P (a, b, λ) = P (a |λ)P (b |λ)P (λ), is a mis-
onstrual of Bayes' formula, namely: P (a, b, λ) =
P (a |b, λ)P (b |λ)P (λ).[6℄ Bayes's formula does not imply
instantaneous ommuniation between the two spae-like
separated detetors as it also aommodates ommon-
ause orrelation. This result has been redisovered in-
dependently in various styles of argument at least ve
times.[7℄-[11℄ Similarly, Barut seems to have been rst to
nd the launa in Kohen-Speker type, inequality-free
proofs of Bell's Theorem.[12℄ The error there onsists in
failing to disern whih spin operators are physially rel-
evant at the same time. See also [8℄.
Model-making turns out to be rather simple so long as
no eort is made to simultaneously satisfy Bell's fator-
ization. Utterly straightforward models exist for all the
standard EPR-B (EPR-Bohm; i.e., polarization entan-
gled) experiments.[13℄ Numerial, Monte Carlo, sim-
ulations devoid of `quantum struture' for 2-fold EPR
experiments also have violated Bell Inequalities.[14℄
In addition to LT's 4-fold experiment, Evdokimov et
al. reported on a 2-fold EPR simulation.[15℄ Again,
the terminology employed respets sensibilities at the ex-
pense of preision; in fat any lassial phenomena that
exhibit EPR orrelations, ontradit Bell.
Finally, note that rejeting the onept of quantum
nonloal orrelation has sant eet on the disipline of
physis exept to expunge paradoxial jargon. However,
the larger issue brought up by EPR, i.e., the searh for a
deeper theory ompleting Quantum Mehanis, in aord
with these onlusions, an not be onsidered a quixoti
endeavor.
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